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Enviromental Marketing of the Consolideck® Brand
Frequently Asked Questions
Product Data Sheets for key lithium silicate products include a third party
certification for indoor air quality (IAQ) performance from Scientific Certification Systems (SCS). This FAQ is designed to help Consolideck Team partners
understand this environmental marketing approach.

Who is Scientific Certification Systems?
SCS is a leading third party, independent certifier for environmental performance claims for various types of products. SCS is well known and respected
with a large market presence including certification services for Home Depot’s
Eco Options program.

What is the Certified Indoor Air Gold certification?
The SCS Certified Indoor Air Gold logo is awarded to manufacturers who prove
indoor air quality performance through independent testing that mimics
conditions at schools and other occupied spaces after the construction process.
Specifically, the four primary Consolideck treatments have been tested to California’s The Collaborative for High Performance Schools (CHPS) Specification
01350; Special Environmental Requirements. PROSOCO has gone one step
further by involving SCS to certify the testing and our production process.
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That’s great for California Sales Representatives;
what’s in it for the rest of us?
In addition to giving customers access to proven performance, we have differentiated
our system from the competition. There are direct advantages and soft advantages
that you will learn to present in messaging about the PROSOCO Consolideck® brand:

What’s the point of Specification 01350?
What’s the point of Specification 01350?

construction, does not contain measurable quantities of VOCs or eighty listed,
toxic chemicals.

air quality performance for the finished product. Architects in the
LEED® field are concerned with liability if projects do not meet overall
performance criteria.
for Schools ranking system goes beyond mass VOC and
references the Specification 01350 testing in order to gain credits for the
overall indoor product specification list (EQ Credit 4).
®
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Product Data Sheets, system brochure, and product labels.

their concrete floor with peace of mind.
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